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DISCOVER KROMĚŘÍŽ AND SHARE EXPERIENCES 

FINAL REPORT 

Planning 

Date: Friday 12.04. from 10:00 to 16:00 

Participants: 10 participants  

Organizations:  

- Klubíčko Kroměříž (hosting organization) 

- Kamarad Nenuda (Zlin) 

- Dobrá Skolka (Zlin) 

- Akropolis (Uherske Hradiste) 

- SVC TYMY (Holesov) 

Objective: To share our experiences and daily activities in a constructive and creative 

way in order to improve our practice and get inspiration to make new projects.  

Specific objectives:  

- Create a supporting group of our region. 

- Create a co-working and/or networking group which whom we can cooperate in 

future events. 

- Share our fears and difficulties to find out new ways to face hard situations. 

- Share our activities and good practises to inspire new ones in different 

organizations. 

- Get into Czech culture as a foreigner (Cultural shock overcoming) 

Activities:  

10:00-10:15: Reception of participants. Knowing each other  

- 1st dynamic: Name round: Say your name and an adjective that describes 

yourself. 

- 2nd dynamic: Names war. Game rock-paper-scissors. 

10:15-10:30: Discover Klubíčko. Show our workplace and activities. 

10:30-11:00: Coffee break 

11:00-12:00: Workshop 1: Sharing experiences  

12:00-13:00: Lunch 

13:00-14:00: Craft: “Hands for the family” 

14:00-15:30: Actionbound game around Kroměříž and visit valuable places (attached) 

15:30-16:00: Closing and evaluation. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

We shared and discuss about 4 topics, and below are the main results:  

 

1. Why did you choose to do EVS? Why in Czech republic 

The aim of travelling is the most mentioned reason. Also live Erasmus life, leave the 

confort zone and discover a new culture, country and people are important reasons. 

Get working experience and develop ourselves is also important.  

All coincided that they choose the first organization who answered, which was Czech 

one. 

2. Which activities are you running out? Which one do you like the most? 

All volunteers work with children and youngsters. We all agree that the best part of 

our job is working in the kindergarten, high school, and teaching languages. 

Montessori classes are high rated.  

Especial mention to the different events we join, and the importance of our mini-

projects.  

3. What kind of difficulties are you facing? 

The main difficulty we are facing is the communication, because of the 

misunderstanding with colleagues, lack of information (communication style or 

canals) or the Czech language itself.  

Also were quite relevant difficulties related with our task, due to the lack of 

independence, difficulties to implement new ideas, or useless work not related with 

children. 

4. What are your plans for the future? 

Even most of us feel it uncertain, there are 3 main routes with relevance: travelling, 

studying, o working. Also works related to digital/web competences and 

communication are mentioned.  
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EVALUATION 

We used 2 simple evaluation forms, one open and 

one closed.  

All items were well rated except of the previous 

information. Due to the big number of participants and 

actors involve in the communication process it’s 

difficult to know the reason. Even a leaflet was sent, I 

think more clear information should be given from all, 

starting from me.  

 

For the open evaluation we just focus on the 

best parts and change we should do. Best 

comments are about meeting others volunteers 

and spend time together, and the games and 

energizers we did.  

We all would spend more time together and 

shared more.  

Thanks to all the volunteers for coming and 

to all the organizations to enable this 

meeting and cooperating with Klubíčko 

Kroměříž. 

 


